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The South African Council for Automation & Control (SACAC) and its members recognize that industry associations 

perform functions which are legitimate and which promote the competitiveness of the industry as a whole.  

As the National Member Organisation in South Africa of the International Federation of Automatic Control, all 

members meeting under the auspices of SACAC concur that no issues which could be considered as collusion will be 

discussed.  Further they agree to ensure that care be exercised to ensure that no meeting is used as a vehicle for 

collusion between its members. 

1. All activities in any of the meetings held under the auspices of SACAC will be carefully measured against 

the prevailing competition law in South Africa.  SACAC and its members recognize the need to exercise 

extreme care to avoid any violation or raise the suspicion of a possible violation of competition law and 

under no circumstances will attempts be made to guide the independent market behaviour of its 

members.  SACAC will encourage individual members to be aware of these considerations.  

2. To this end, any discussions regarding increasing or standardizing current or future prices, pricing 

procedures, discounts, credit terms or rebates, what constitutes a fair profit level; and allocating markets, 

refusals to deal with customers or suppliers shall be scrupulously avoided at all times. 

By attending and participating in any SACAC meetings, members note and understand the following points: 

1. No behaviour related matters will be discussed that could be construed as anti competitive 

2. All meetings, whether EXCO meetings, general meetings or Workshops which are held under the auspice 

of SACAC, are held subject to the SACAC Constitution, aims and objectives 

3. Nothing discussed at these meetings may benefit any one company/organisation to the detriment of 

others 

4. No discussion of competitive/intellectual property/copyright/patents or other internal structural company 

issues takes place at any SACAC meeting of whatever description 

5. The attendees at these meetings are aware of the contents of the full disclaimer and agree to abide fully 

by its caveats. 


